As of August 22, 2019

**MARQUEE PARTNERS**

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon U. Cobleigh+

Maury and Sonia Cohn

Foundation+

Bill and Denice Feeley

Muriel and Karl Fleischmann

David and Elizabeth Frankel

Sue Frost

Mr. William Gilman

William J. Ginnetti, Sr.

The Harry E. Goldfarb

Family Foundation

**FOUNDING PARTNER**

Dr. Anne L. Rothstein and

Ms. Jane Hellman

**INVESTING PARTNERS**

Mr. and Mrs. Francis G. Adams, Jr.

Sandi Anagnostakis

Dr. and Mrs. Arthur C. DeGraff, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Barton M. Bauers, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Coviello

Kay Knight Clarke

Bruce and Kathy Briggs

Maxwell and Sally Belding

Bruce and Kathy Briggs

Kay Knight Clarke

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Covellio

Chuck & Elena Foster

Ron and Karen Goodspeed

Julie and Peur LeBlanc

Peter and Krystal Paris

Mr. Michael G. Polo

Mary M. Wilson and Jeff Riley

James and Penelope Sherrard

Brenda J. Sullivan

Mr. Edward C. Swift+

Mr. Christopher Joy and Ms. Cathy Velenchk

RADM. Louise C. Wilmot USN (Ret.)

Mr. Michael G. Polo

Mary M. Wilson and Jeff Riley

James and Penelope Sherrard

Brenda J. Sullivan

Mr. David C. Swift+

Mr. Anthony Cacace

Suzanne and Donald Joffray

Lyndie and Michael Karin

Stephanie Stiefel Williams and Luke Williams

**ASSOCIATE PARTNERS**

Maxwell and Sally Belding

Bruce and Kathy Briggs

Kay Knight Clarke

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Covelli

Chuck & Elena Foster

Ron and Karen Goodspeed

Julie and Peur LeBlanc

Peter and Krystal Paris

Mr. Michael G. Polo

Mary M. Wilson and Jeff Riley

James and Penelope Sherrard

Brenda J. Sullivan

Mr. Edward C. Swift+

Mr. Christopher Joy and Ms. Cathy Velenchk

RADM. Louise C. Wilmot USN (Ret.)

Mr. James E. Wilmot

Velenchik

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Youmans

Anonymous

**THE DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE**

INVESTING DIRECTOR

Russell Taft and Lee Anderson

Mr. and Mrs. Timothy J. Arbito+

Greg and Joyce Barabas

Cynthia Bates and

Jonathan Russell

Denise Bernardino and

Edwin Muenes

Alice and Michael Brown*

Jennifer Brown and Jan Ayres

Juile and Kevin Buchanan

Sally and Ted Carrier

Herb Chambers

The Christine E. Moser Foundation

Mr. and Mrs. Gordon U. Cobleigh+

Maury and Sonia Cohn

Foundation+

Bill and Denice Feeley

Muriel and Karl Fleischmann

David and Elizabeth Frankel

Sue Frost

Mr. William Gilman

William J. Ginnetti, Sr.

The Harry E. Goldfarb

Family Foundation

Laura and Roger Goodspeed+

Nancy and Jeffrey Hoffman

Penfield and Teresa Jarvis

Frank and Diane Kelly

Robbie and Al Kestenbaum

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Link

Mr. Peter Luchini

Jennifer Alexander and

Mark Masselli

Arlene Tunney and Ken Maxwell

Larry and Patty McHugh

Service Station Equipment Inc.

Anthony and Chelsea Michaud

Regina and Robert F. Neal

Robert and Carolyn Montgomery

John and Pat Nyikos

Eric Ort and Duff Ashmead

Chuck and Dianne Ramsey

Ms. Kristen Roberts

Mrs. Peter Russell+

Dr. Craig Pietrina Saxton

Marian Silverstein

Mr. Joseph Smith and

Mr. John Lawson

Donna and Bill Stamm

Suzo/York Hill

Judy B. Taylor

Mrs. Ashton M. Tenney, Jr.

Donald and Sharron Timmerman

John Voge and Geoffrey Paul

Mrs. June Willson

Suzanne E. Zajak

Arthur Zieky and Bill Witkowsky

**DIRECTOR**

Marilou M. Alikef

Ballie and Peter Anker

Sherri and Scott Baggett

Susan and Bruce Baiter

Mr. and Mrs. Barton M. Bauers, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Alice C. Belden

Ann and Alan Blanchard

Kenneth and Judith Boudreau

Steven C. Calahan

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Chabot*

Dolores L. Andrew+

Scott and Jo Cleary

Terri and Don Coustan

Ms. J. Noyes Cravy+

Steven and Debra Daren

Mrs. Ruth Ann C. Davis+

Dr. and Mrs. Arthur C. DeGraff, Jr.

Betsy and Richard Didan

Sharon and Richard Diesk

Tom and Carol Doherty

Herbert Dower

Mrs. Nathaniel L. Dubin

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Feldman

Steven and Elyse Feltsman in memory of Fran and

Phil Feltsman

David and Patricia Fisher+

Dr. and Mrs. Brenda M. Fox

Michael and Donna Lee Gennaro

Mario S. Gioco, C.P.A.

Michael and Tracey Gonta

David and Patricia Hadlaw*

Ronald and Nina Harris

Shea and Scott Jezek

John and Emily Johl

Larry and Sherry Kalish

Sally L. Kemp

Ted and Kiki Kennedy

Barbara and Ira A. Levin

Mr. and Mrs. James Lianos

Mrs. Charles Lindberg+

Peter and Rosemary Lombardo

Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Lyons

Mr. and Mrs. Ian G. MacDonald

Stephen Selden Mathews

Joseph and Nancy Mazza*

Robert and Carolyn Montgomery

Bob and Ani Montstream

Ken and Paula Munson

Peter Johnson Musto+

Naomi and Jerry Neuwirth, M.D.

Jane Porterfield

Rolf C. Peterson*

Mrs. Samuel D. Pierson

Dean and Pamela Richlin

Jerry Ricketts

William Riley and Suzie Forster

Mitchell and Lorraine Rochefort

Dr. John and Ellen Schowlater+

Wayne Schulz and Jennifer Serra

Fred and Barbara Sette

Mr. and Mrs. Martin C. Shapiro

Roz and Peter Shoemaker

Jon and Cleo Sonneborn

Sorenson-Pearson Family

Foundation, Inc.

David and Rudy Spannau

Dr. and Mrs. S. Russell

Sylvester, Jr.+

Samuel and Alison Varghese

Arthur E. Webster, Esq.

Carol A. Wiggins+

Jean M. Wiseman

Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Youmans

Anonymous

James and Isabel Jackson+

Drs. Sheldon and Judith Kaufman

Dick and Hazel Kosyca

Abbey Kreinin

Frank and Elisabeth Landrey

Sally and Larry Lawrence

Barb and Cliff Libby

Mike and Joan Litwinski

Pat and Koen Loeven

Douglas R. Magee, Jr.

Andrew and Bonnie Lee

McKirdy+

The Michael Stewart Foundation

Senator and Mrs. Edward Meyer

Anonymous

Scott and Meg Mokoski

Joe and Beth Molder

Thomas and Pamela Moriarty

**Associate Director**

Judith W. Adams

Beverly Buckley Baker

Louise Hall and John G. Beard

Gus and Virginia Bodin+

Stephanie M. Branta

Nadine and Robert Britton, III

Dr. J. R. Buchanan+

Richard and Lisa Caporaso

Patricia B. and

Paul Carlson Fund

Donald and Joan Chamberlin*

Jack and Bertie Chuong

Kathleen and Mark Citiano

Ruth E. Clark

Sally and Tom Crawford*

Margaret Strange and

Richard Croce

Mr. and Mrs. David W.

Dangremont

William Davis

Senator Chris Dodd and

Jackie Clegg Dodd

Francis and Phyllis Donovan

Mary Jane Dunn

Teresa Tuthill and Dave Eder*

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Feldman

Ann I. Field

James and Donna FitzGerald

Lynne and Richard Fletcher

Julia Francis and Victor Vroom

Anonymous

William Fuller+

Kevin Murphy and

Laura Gaigowski*

Helen Gallivan

Monika and Rick Gibbons

Greg and Mary Giad +

Susan F. Gonalaives

Lea and Richard Goodman+

Mr. William Gorton+

Tina and Mark Gossner

Mr. Mark Greenwald and

Mr. Anthony Coppola

Laura Gimmer and Michael Beil

Gordon D. Gross+

Milo Guisti

Mr. and Mrs. Burt Hallisey

John and Joanna Harby+

Bill and Sue Harrelson

Sue Hart+ Ms. Regina Hausmann

Rebecca Harvey

Attorney Harvey Hoberman and

Penny Parker+

Prudence Hoffman+

Patricia A. Holmes

Anonymous

James and Isabel Jackson+

Drs. Sheldon and Judith Kaufman

Dick and Hazel Kosyca

Abbey Kreinin

Frank and Elisabeth Landrey

Sally and Larry Lawrence

Barb and Cliff Libby

Mike and Joan Litwinski

Pat and Koen Loeven

Douglas R. Magee, Jr.

Andrew and Bonnie Lee

McKirdy+

The Michael Stewart Foundation

Senator and Mrs. Edward Meyer

Anonymous

Scott and Meg Mokoski

Joe and Beth Molder

Thomas and Pamela Moriarty

**GOODSPEED MEMBERSHIP**

Goodspeed Musicals gratefully recognizes our loyal and generous 7,000+ Members who make everything you see on our stages possible. Gifts of all sizes are appreciated. For more information on how you can become a member, please contact Michele Baumann at (860) 873-8664, x333 or mbaumann@goodspeed.org.

+ with special thanks to our members who have been with us 40+ years

* Members whose gifts have been matched by their employer
Anonymous

Dr. and Mrs. Bernard Kosto
Deborah Kotschen
Donald and Carole Koziy
Mr. and Mrs. John Krawski
Darlene F. Krenz
Douglas and MaryAnn Krenz
Brenda and Justin Kreuzer
Candice and Justin Kronholm

Mr. James Kruk
Gary and Diane LaFrance+
Fred and Jo Langhoff+
Donald Lannin
Peter and Dolores LaPointe
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Larson,
Nancy and Laura
Robin Laudette
Steven Laudrille
Mr. Michael Laver
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawler+
Bruce C. Tuthill and Ellen M. Lee
Anonymous
Dr. and Mrs. Bob Lehr and Olivia
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Leibowitz

David and Elizabeth Leigh+
Anonymous
Captain Frank A. Lerosse
Theodore and Dora Lieberman
John and Donna Liljestrand
Jean and John Linderman
Goldfarb Leverant
Anonymous
Ray and Bobbi Lombara
Ed and Nancy Lonergan
Jim and Sandy Longley
Carol and Tom Lorenzo
Don and Judy Lorussos
Suzanne Ludwig
Carl and Nora Lund
Vincent and Maria Lynch
Nancy and Merrill Mack
Jim and Marylin Makuch
Janice B. Malone
Adam and Beth Man
Anita and William Mancoill
Attorneys Linda Mariam and
David Neusner
Ann L. Marino
Joe and Diana Marino
Jay G. Mathew
Marybeth Marx
Jerry Demuth and Jerry Masco
Jay McAnally
Barbara A. McAuliffe
John and Joanne McCarty
Karim McCormick
Sue and Neil McElroy
Dennis McGrath
Kathryn and Jack McKeen
Thom and Deborah McKernan
Mary K. McKone
Angela McLean
Jane Lewis McManus
Mark and Sandra Meadows
Mr. Craig Melin
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Memmott, Sr.
Kathleen and Joseph Mengacci
Jeanne Merola
Mr. and Mrs. John Michael

Marjorie and Thomas Michalski+
Jane Ann Miller+
Anonymous
Sandra Milles
Richard and Carole Minton
Donna Moffey
Susan Molde
Mr. and Mrs. Leamon E. Moore, Jr.
Michael and Marie Moore
Mr. John F. Moore
Anna Murphy
Mr. Halim Muslu
Dan & Kathleen Lynch Mussen
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent A. Mustaro
Anonymous
Joanne and Andrew Myer
David and Margaret Myers
Rhoda F. Myers
Mrs. Sandra Nacarino
Anonymous
Sandra Nagel
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Nahorney
Anonymous
Wayne Nakoneczy
Lynne and Leslie Nathan
Anonymous
Maureen Fitzpatrick and Gerry Neipp
John Nekttopoulos
Keith and Donna Nelson
Roger and Elizabeth Nemergut
Leonard and Nancy Nemon
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Newall
Carol & John Newsome
John and Suzanne Newton
Ken & Susie Ng
Mr. David Nicol
Victor & Susan Niederhoffer
Robin Noble-Zolin
Paul & Diane Noel
Mrs. Michelle Nollenberger
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nourie
Allen J. Novakowski and Daniel J. Hutton
Barbara W. Nugent
Barbara R. Nye
Mrs. Patricia F. Nylin
Paul and Carolyn Ober
Nancy and Terry O'Brien
Birgitta O'Brien
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory L. O'Connell
Anonymous
Mrs. Charles P. O'Connor, Jr.
Barbara P. O'Keefe
Denise Oliveri
Anonymous
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Oppenheim
Denise and Richard Order
Bill Orndorz
Mr. Brian Orentreich
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Otto
Virginia Ouellette
Mr. Paul Owen
Arthur Padovano
Dr. and Mrs. Steven J. Padula
Dolores Padwater
Ms. Virginia Page
John E. Palermo
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Paley
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Palma
Lisa Palumbo
Dr. and Mrs. Victor Panitch
Peter and Candas Pappas
Heidi & Glen Parchmann
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Parker
Anonymous
Ms. Margaret Parks
Mr. & Mrs. Russell Parmelee
Attorney and Mrs. Jack M. Pasquale
John and Melinda Patterson
Anonymous
Joe and Judy Pavano
Bill & Julie Peace
Daniel and Ingrid Peach
Tim Griswold and Kate Peale
Alan and Frances Pease
Charles F. Peluse
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Pendola
Joanne Pentino
Roy and Carolyn Perkins
Anonymous
Jud Perkins
Melissa Perregaux
Nancy Perricone
Mrs. Pamela Perrone
Anonymous
Maya Perry Liss & Stephen Liss
Joan Pestritto
David and Patrice Peterson
Robert and Valerie Peterson
Wendy Peterson
Charles and Charlotte Peterson
Terry E. Peterson
Anonymous
Frank and Penny Petrone
Anonymous
Anonymous
Dr. and Mrs. Edward F. Pinne
Anonymous
Robert and Mary Platt
Mr. and Mrs. A. John Plilkus, Jr.
Anonymous
William and Andrea Phinney
Nancy Piehler
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Dr. and Mrs. Edward F. Pinn
Anonymous
Robert and Mary Platt
Mr. and Mrs. A. John Plilkus, Jr.
Peter and Daria Plummer
Ann Polanski
Don & Shirley Pollack
Joan Polo
Anonymous
Mr. David M. Ratbun
Kenneth and Barbara Porter
April Posson
Carol Potash
Russell & Judith Potter
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Potter
Merrily G. Potter
Christopher Potts
Joan M. Poultney
Mr. Scott Powell
Ken and Wendy Labrece Pratt
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Profitt
Ms. Jane Pronovost
Anonymous
Mr. Richard Punkus
Attorney and Mrs. Angelo J. Puppolo, Jr.
Jonathan and Victoria Putnam
Mr. James Putnam
Anonymous
Stephan Quayle
Norm and Judy Rabe
Mrs. and Mr. Judith Rabinovitz
Ms. Lauren Rader
Irene and Donald Ragatz
Jean and Norman Randall
Estelle Rao
The Rastallis Family
Margie & Ed Rauza
Paul and Sharon Raverta
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. James N. Rees
Regina Regolo
Morton & Sharon Reich
Reinhard Reichelt
Mr. Francis Reichmeyer
Ronald & Diane Reid
Alvin B. Reiner
Mrs. Mary Reiner
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Reinholdt
Anonymous
Mr. Wayne Rennie
Anonymous
Frank and Judy Resnick
Anonymous
Anonymous
Lee Erwin Rhodes
Henry and Sally Rianhard
John Ricciucci
Dr. and Mrs. Charles Rich
Anonymous
Faye and Mike Richardson
Mary Jane Richilson
Gail B. Richmond
Anonymous
David and Paula Ridge
Hallas and Teresa Ridgway
Michael and Lisa Ritz
Anonymous
Terence and Gloria Roach
Mrs. Cecelia Roberge
Marie V. Roberto
Anonymous
Hank and Carol Robinson
Christine Robinson
Mrs. Theodore R. Robitaille
Joe and Diane Robles
Mr. George Rockwell
Sandra Rodriguez
Mr. and Mrs. George Roebelen
Penny Rogers
Gail-Marie Rogers
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Romay
Diana Roncaioldi
Mr. Gary Roodman
Jerry and Nina Rosen
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Milton R. Rosenberg
Judith and Lewis Rosheke
Rich and Pat Rosien
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ross
Mr. Patrick Roth
Mr. James Rouen
Sylvia D. Rosie and Lynda N. Rowan
Jeanne Rozel
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ruta
Justine B. Rutan
Christine Ruth
Leonard J. Rutkosky
Kevin S. Ryan
Joan and David Ryan
Nancy T. Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Ryan
Reverend Edward Ryan
Susan Ryan
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Rycklovsky
Jayne Ryzewski
Alice Sabo
Anonymous
Carroll and Barry Sachs
Mr. Edward Salerno
Everett Salisbury
Anonymous
Joel and Marcy Saltzman
Rod Salzberger
Anthony & Patricia Sammataro
Lisa Sands
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Santerre
Nancy and Albert Santostefano
Ms. Nydia Saros
Jim & Nancy Satterwhite
Anonymous
Claire Sauere
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Saums
Anonymous
Ken Sause - Travelworks, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. David Savin
Paul and Toni Savino
Vito and Terri Savino
Ron Savitski
Mr. Lynn and Mrs. Joan Saylor
Philip and Starr Sayres
Mr. Thomas Scanlon & Dr. Kathryn Johnson
Anonymous
Richard & Gail Schatz
Anne Schenck
Enid Scheps
Henry and Cora Sue Scherer
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Schiff
Henrietta P. Schlicht
Anonymous
John Schmidt
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schneider
Anonymous
Shirley F. Scholder
Robert and Rita Schor
Mr. Robert Schreck
Jeffrey Schreck and Nancy Cassidy
Elliott and Natalie Schultman
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schuman
Russell Schwartz
Cheryl and Elwin Schwartz
Dr. and Mrs. Joel E. Schwartz
Adam & Robin Schwartz
Jerry and Janet Schwartz
William & Janette Schweiker
Anonymous
Mrs. Sallyanne Scott
Jennifer Scott
Mrs. Karen Scott
Anonymous
Jim Seaman
Michael Seavey
Mr. and Mrs. Tracy Selmon
Anonymous
Gene & Janice Sessamen
Michael & Kathleen Sewell
Chas. and Mavely Shabunia
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas M. Shanley
Mrs. Audrey Shapiro
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Paul Shapiro
Kathleen Shatraw
Barbara and Philip Shaugnessy
Marie Shaw
Dr. Gail Shea and Mr. Thomas Haggerty
Maureen F. Shea
Anonymous
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Sheedy, Jr.
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sheffiele
Eileen Shekowsky
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Shelton, Jr.
Ann and Allen Shenk
Anonymous
Ms. Marjorie Sherman
Carol and Steven Shmurak
Donald and Marilyn Shugren
Mr. Todd Shoneck
Irving B. and Margaret A. Shurberg
Marybeth Shutran
John & Gail Siclari
Nancy and Jack Siedlecki
Robert B. Siegel
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Silverstein
John and Robin Silsby
Judith Silver
Bert Silverberg
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Silverman
Susan Simonds
Joseph Spin
Judy G. Singer
Frank E. Siisson, III
Rod Sitterly
Mr. Carl Skudlarek
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Swan

Janis and John Sutton

Dr. Donald M. Smith

Kathryn M. Smith+

Barbara Smith

Anonymous

DeForest and Nancy Smith

Nancy R. Smith

Michael J. Smith

Stephen and Marion Smrecek

Mr. and Mrs. William Smyers, Jr.

Clifford H. Snow, Jr.

Stratton J. Snow

Kevin & Janet Soboleski

Anonymous

Phyllis and Gary Sochri

Barbara and John Soderberg

Dieter & Veronica Soell

Carl Sokolowski

Lawrence Soloske

Andrea Sorg

Glen and Susan Spachman

Mr. Thomas Spak

James H. Spencer

Anonymous

Willard Spiegelman

Mrs. Geraldine S. Spillane

William Stack

Joe and Gail Stafford

Gloria Star and Richard Roess

Bruce & Patricia Stark

Regina Starolis

Mr. Lawrence C. Starr

Martin and Beth Stauffer

Ms. Noreen Steele

Cliff and Mary Stehle

Louise Steinberg

Mr. Eric Steinmetz

Anonymous

Robert C. Stewart+

Joan and David Stewart

Mrs. Barbara Stewart

Anonymous

Mrs. Kathleen Stickley

Carlton A. Stidson

Steven and Francine Stier

Carl and Rita Stitzer+

Brett & Colleen Stolpe

Shepard and Marlene Stone

Donna Storms

Anonymous

Martha Stout

Ted and Betty Stoutenberg

Mervyn Strauss+

Richard and Leslie Strauss

Nora and Warren Strong

Ken and Sophie Strosko and Frank and Carol Fazzino

Dr. and Mrs. William T. Stubenbord

Paul Stuehrenberg and Carole DeVore

Peggy Stumbers

Paul & Shirley Sturges

Frank and Elizabeth Suatoni

Steven Sudigala

In Memory of Susan Scherer

David and Cynthia Sullivan

Janis and John Sutton

Mr. & Mrs. Charles Swan

Mr. James Swann

Dr. and Mrs. Warren Swanson

Dr. and Mrs. R. L. Swanson

Karen E. Swanson

Martha and Jay Swanson

Anonymous

Anonymous

Cheryl & Bart Szczarba

Robert D. Talsey+

Mr. and Mrs. Richmond D. Talbot, Jr.

David & Betty Talmadge

Stephen M. Targney

John Tannenbaum

Kay and Joe Tapper

Sharon and Frank Tarala

Ms. Mary Tarbell

Thomas and Maureen Tarbox

Mr. and Mrs. James Tatoian

Anonymous

Anonymous

Michael and Sylvia Taub

Stephen Kidd and Paula Taupier

Tim Taylor & Nancy Lager

Anonymous

Ms. Amanda Taylor

Richard and Marcia Tecca

Nancy and Doug Teed

Patricia and Frank Terranella

Charles & Carol Terry

Pam and David Thompson, Jr.+

Anonymous

Anonymous

Debra Thompson

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Thornton

Neil and Diana Thorp

Anonymous

Robert and Norma Tiefenbrunn

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Tiltona

Lucille Timothy

Mary Tobin

Anonymous

Mrs. Gay Tomsavich

Dick and Elaine Tomlinson

Lisa Torbick

Michael & Penelope Tosatti

Anonymous+

John D. Townsend

Ms. Pamela Townsend

Joan and David Tracy

Mr. Daniel Tracy

Edmund and Claire Trifiari

Ms. Colette Trojan

Mr. William Troyn

Gerald Tutlai

John and Mitzi Tulle

Gloria & AllysonTuttle

Ms. Susan Twing

Joseph and Michele Tycz

Mr. Glenn Underwood

Gail Urban

Dale and Linda Ursin

Alex and Dorothy Usko

Quality Welding Service, LLC

Donna Vaccaro

Mrs. Rose Vaccaro

Jane and Bob Van Alstyne

Karen Van Der Horst

Peter A. Van Hagen

Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Varkal+

Mrs. Pam Vartanian

George & Elizabeth Vartanian

Patti Anne Vassia

Mr. and Mrs. Mark Velez

Anonymous

Ms. Mariangela Venishnick

Anonymous

Wendy C. Vickery

Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Viens+

Dominic and Judith Viscuso

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Vicek

Ms. Joan Vogel

Margery Vogt

Mrs. Debbie Volkmar

Susan Voos

Kenneth Vosseller

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wadecoki

Walter Wadman and Judith Salisbury

Mr. and Mrs. David Wadstrup+

Rosemary Waldron

Carol Wallert

Patricia and Baxter Walsh

Ruth Walsh

Anonymous

Jon and Johanne Walworth

Allen M. Ward

Marshall Warren

Anonymous

Katie and Dave Wasserman

Byron Waterman

Jeffrey and Linda Waters

Peggy Watson

Harold and Patricia Watt

Mr. and Mrs. Watterworth

Anonymous

Robert and Suzanne Weber

Anonymous

Ellen M. Webster

Mary L. Webster+

Dr. Robert & Jean Weeks

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Wehrly, III

Donald Weiner

Lauren Weinberger

Mr. Kenneth Weinstein

Patricia M. Weis*

Dr. and Mrs. Robert M. Weiss

Lynda E. Rosenfeld and Richard M. Weiss

Mr. Richard M. Wenner

Dr. and Mrs. Michael Werdman

Lorraine M. Wetherell

Bob and Penny Whalen+

Anonymous

Anonymous

Mr. Stan White

Mr. and Mrs. Nelson C. White, Jr.*

Anonymous

Alan and Alice White

Ms. Katherine White

Leamon Whiteford

Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Whitmore, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Wiedie

Dr. and Mrs. David E. Wilcox

Alfred Wilke

Martha Friar and Jeffrey Wilkins

Mary Williams

Dr. Richard and Brenda Williams

Mr. Ken Williams

Benjamin Wilson

Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Wilson+

E. Marie Wilson

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Napier, III

Anonymous

Royal and Edwin Wilson

Anonymous

Deborah L. Wimler

Anonymous

Ms. Veronica Wnek

Anonymous

Ms. Virginia Wolf

Anonymous

Mrs. Jacqueline Wolf+

Grace Wong

Anonymous

Anonymous

Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Wurst

Anonymous

Mr. & Mrs. David E. Wyskel

Anonymous

Anonymous

Inge Yarri

Anonymous

John C. Yavis, Jr.

Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Jerome A. Young

Paul Yuhasz and Cindy Pope

Emillet L. Yuken

Anonymous

Mrs. Stephen & Diane B. Zack

Holly Zaitchik

Mr. and Mrs. O. John Zamparo

Pam & Mike Zelasky

Mr. Kurt Zemba

Frances and Joseph Zichichi

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ziemsinski

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Zimmelman

Anonymous

Daniel and Mary Zito

Sherman and Ruth Zudekoff

ASSOCIATE

Mr. Christopher Abel

Attorney and Mrs. Arnold B. Abrams

Rabbi Stacy Offner and Ms. Nancy S. Abramson

Ms. Barbara Abramson

Mr. and Mrs. Christian Ackermann

Richard and Merrill Adams

Carol Adams

Paulette and George Adams

Anonymous

Elise Adams Czaja

Anonymous

Linda and Jack Adler

Mr. Seymour Adlerstein

Dr. Gal Barnea and Ms. Veneda Adoni

Ms. Susan Aeschliman

Mrs. AnnMarie Aguilar

Ms. Ellen Aldinoff

Lynda Ain

Len and Vicki Albert

Ms. Myriam Alcazar

Richard & Barbara Alden

Margaret M. Aldrich+

Melinda S. Alexander

Anonymous

David Alfredson

Florence Alison

Anonymous

Debe Allen

Robert and Laura Allen

Clive Almond

Mr. Gary Atiery

Anonymous

Donald Amaro

Mrs. and Mr. Caridad Amat

Dr. and Mrs. Peter E. Amato

James and Leah Amato

Mr. George Amato, Jr.

Ms. Leanne Anderson

Anonymous

Norman Andre

Mr. Salvatore Anello

Anonymous

Anonymous

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred R. Antonio

Ms. Shirley Antonio

Cathy Antrim

Chet & Flo Apy+

East Lyme Theatre Group

Carl & Kelly Aresco

Mr. Mark Aresco

Robert Armitage

Ms. Mariann Arnold

Joan & Arthur E. Aronson
Goodspeed Musicals acknowledges the following corporations that have provided matching gift contributions for Goodspeed Members this season. Members with an asterisk (*) next to their names have received these donations from their employers.

Aetna Foundation
AllianceBernstein L.P. Matching Gift Program
Amica Companies Foundation
Arch Insurance
Arthur J. Gallagher Foundation
Bank of America Matching Gifts
BNY Mellon Matching Gifts
Charter Oak Federal Credit Union
Compass Group Management
Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation
U.S. Matching Gifts Program
Dominion Foundation
Ensign-Bickford Foundation
Eversource Matching Grants Program
ExxonMobil Corporation
GE Foundation
Google Inc.
HP Employee Charitable Giving Program
IBM Matching Grants Program
Johnson and Johnson
Jones Lang LaSalle Matching Gifts Program
KX Technologies, LLC
Macy’s Inc.
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Prudential Foundation
PW Power Systems
Regeneron Matching Gifts Program
Schneider Electric/Square D Foundation
Stanley Black and Decker, Inc.
The Walt Disney Company Foundation
Travelers Insurance Company
UBS
United Technologies Corporation
Voya Foundation

Ms. Janice Quinn
Ms. Maryann Rivera
Nancy Rohde
Ms. Rosemary Romaniello
Deirdre W. Rutan
Ms. Diana Sadler
Ms. Carmi Salas
Ms. Doris Schaper
Ms. Amy Lynn Silverman
Ms. Polly Simon
Mrs. Michele Sitro
Mrs. Janice Skonord
Dr. Lydia Slavish
Mr. Mark Sperry
Mrs. Mary Spooner
Ms. Jacqueline Stack
Mr. Michele Steinlauf
Mr. Thomas P. Stoto
Ms. Janice Sullivan
Ms. Ruth Sullo
Ms. Linda Swirski
Ms. Priscilla Terhune
Dorothy B. Tinsley
Mrs. Karen Trojanowski
Ms. Lynn Turnquist
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Udolf
Mr. Matthew Valenti
Sandra Van Dyke
Mr. Robert Vanacore
Ms. Claudia Volano
Ms. Teresa Wells
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wisnioski
Ms. Veronica Zagaja
Mrs. Esther Zinolli